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Celebrating 25 Years of MUSICAL MAGIC at The MAINSTAY

THE MAINSTAY
HOME of MUSICAL MAGIC
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Rock Hall, MD 21661
410-639-9133
www.MainstayRockHall.org
With your help, the melody lingers on!

Charlie Byrd Society

Charlie Byrd’s performances at The Mainstay helped establish our tradition of musical excellence.

Covid-19 may have darkened our stage and put our 25th anniversary celebration on hold this year, but the musical magic continues!

Because of you,

- Concerts are streamed from artists’ homes and live from The Mainstay stage.
- We have made an investment, with Covid funding, in quality equipment for streaming and for our future Archival Series of concerts.
- We have made a commitment to work with the community for racial equity in all aspects of our organization.
- We are making plans for the return of outdoor community concerts.
- Children and musical education remain a priority through our local schools and at The Mainstay.

Your Membership begins with an Annual Gift of $1,000 or more.

Your support makes the magic happen at The Mainstay

In appreciation of your support you will receive:

**House Band—$1000**
- Our pin with the CBS/Mainstay logo to wear as a sign of your strong support
- Your name noted on our CBS roster in the Byrd Room
- Advance notification of Oyster Nights
- An invitation to both the CBS Spring Gathering and the CBS Annual Dinner

**Headliner—$2000**
In addition,
- An evening dedicated to you or a loved one

Thank you! We would not be US without YOU!

The Mainstay • The Magic • And YOU!